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2030A ProGator
Engineered for
the long haul.

Let the heavy hauling begin with the 2030A ProGator. Featuring
a 22.1 hp (16.5 kW) @3200 rpm, liquid-cooled engine. You’ll get
strength, raw power, performance, and easy maintenance.
Done hauling? These vehicles can be converted to a SelectSpray™
sprayer in just minutes, without tools.

TX Gator

JD Financial offers flexible finance options that
reflect the cash flow of golf courses.
Financing for both new and used equipment.

Deluxe cargo box with
16.4 cubic feet of capacity

For a demo of any golf equipment, call the
Green Diamond Equipment representative in your area.
Dani Wheaton- New Brunswick & Prince Edward Island daniwheaton@green-diamond.ca
Colton Parsons- Halifax Area and Northern Nova Scotia coltonparsons@green-diamond.ca
Carl Hayes- Annapolis Valley and Southern Nova Scotia carlhayes@green-diamond.ca
Shane Decoste- Eastern Nova Scotia/Cape Breton and Newfoundland and Labrador
shanedecoste@green-diamond.ca

For Service and/or Parts inquires, please contact
Harold Larter at our Stratford location Toll Free: 1-833-534-1218
Grand Falls

Miramichi

Your Maritime John Deere Dealer

Bloomfield
Moncton

Woodstock

Prince Edward Island

Summerside
Stratford

Sussex
Antigonish
New Glasgow
Kentville

Middleton

Nova Scotia

Middleton, NS
166 Junction Road,
Middleton
902-825-3042
866-379-9428 (toll free)

Truro
Halifax

Kentville, NS
1105 Hwy 359,
Kentville
902-678-5555
866-898-8370 (toll free)

Bloomfield, PE
41 Griffin Drive,
Alberton
902-853-2535

New Brunswick

Grand Falls, NB
99 CN Road, Grand Falls
506-473-6963
Woodstock, NB
141 Heller Rd., Woodstock
506-325-6150
866-771-3999 (toll free)
Halifax, NS
270 Horseshoe Lake Dr.,
Halifax
902-450-0712
855-450-0712 (toll free)

Stratford, PE
237 Mason Road,
Stratford
902-569-2500

Summerside, PE
15 Locke Shore Road,
Summerside
902-436-4244
800-716-4244 (toll free)

Sussex, NB
70 Aiton Rd., Sussex
506-432-6470
866-787-6470 (toll free)
Miramichi, NB
11413 Route 11, Napan
506-773-6013

Moncton, NB
70 Commerce Street,
Moncton
506-388-3337
866-991-3337 (toll free)

Upper Onslow, NS
53 Hub Centre Drive,
Upper Onslow
902-662-2516

New Glasgow, NS
5425 Highway #4,
New Glasgow
902-396-4125

Antigonish, NS
15 Haley Road,
Antigonish
902-863-5991

www.green-diamond.ca
John Deere the leaping Deere symbol and the green and
yellow color scheme are property of Deere and company

Visit rainbird.com/DefendYourTurf to read the
full site report, and see how Desert Mountain is
getting more from their irrigation—and their turf.
Follow us @RainBirdGolf

Taking your playing
conditions to new heights.
That’s intelligent.

Rain Bird innovation gives Desert Mountain total control.
With six Jack Nicklaus Signature Courses spread across an 8,000-acre property,
Desert Mountain relies on Rain Bird to deliver consistently exceptional
playability from course to course. From advanced control features
like Flo-Manager® to weather stations that help manage the property’s
microclimates, they have the power to defend their turf with Rain Bird.

LYNX® SMART MODULE
The Irrigation System of Today
The Technology of Tomorrow

Let us show you an easy and affordable path to the latest in irrigation technology.
Jeremy Phillips, Sales & Service Representative

p: 416-347-4601 or 1-800-561-8873

|

e: jeremy.phillips@turfcare.ca

THE EASY CHOICE

WHEN POWER, PERFORMANCE, VERSATILITY AND COMFORT MATTER.

Contact your local Turf Care representative to find out more about purchase and lease opportunities:
Atlantic Provinces - Rafuse Golf Cars: 902-825-6582 | Ontario and Quebec - Turf Care Products Canada: 1-800-561-8873

Helping your business GROW.
Products Canada Limited

Join the conversation:

@TurfCareProdCA

Visit: turfcare.ca

Keep an Eye on Your Own Hour Meter
I have been pondering what the topic of this article
should be after a busy summer and, as I was holding on
to the rail to get down the stairs yesterday morning it
dawned on me.

We work hard to keep the equipment going so these
golf courses look good. Wouldn’t it be great to keep
ourselves healthy enough to be able to enjoy them
after retirement!!

As mechanics we spend a lot of time watching the hour
meters on our equipment and making sure they are
getting the proper attention to ensure a long healthy
life. We should be doing the same for our bodies.

Service Tips

I know in the busy summer I tend to grab that Toro
fairway reel with the brushes and throw it on the bench
myself, or not bother to run and get my proper ear
protection for that little thirty second job with the air
chisel. At 46 I am starting to feel the affects.
Cement is probably our worst enemy. I have a little
garden mat I put under my knees when I am down
changing reels. A day without using that and I can really
feel it. I always make sure I have good boots. I know boots
are expensive, but if you watch the sales sometimes you
can get a good pair at a reasonable price.
Most of us are pretty good for eye and ear protection
but we tend to forget about our lungs. When we pulled
our reel and bedknife grinder, the wall behind it was
just black with fine dust. We have a vacuum hooked
to ours, but it still gets pretty dirty. I can’t see that fine
dust being great for our lungs. I am also guilty of not
wearing a mask when grinding, but I always wear one
when cleaning the grinder.
Occupational Health and Safety has a lot of tips for
lifting . It will pay off in the long run.

As the season comes to an end, I keep a list of equipment
that needs attention. I try to clean that list up before the
start of a fresh season. Nothing worse than starting a
new season with old problems. If your year-end budget
is getting small, some companies have great fall booking
programs. Some of these programs let you receive your
parts now and pay in the spring. This will allow you to
get these problems cleaned up before the new season
begins in the spring.
Before unhooking your batteries, make sure they are
charged up and clean. A dead battery will freeze before
a fully charged one. The last few seasons on our rental
fleet, we have been giving the batteries a good charge
by cleaning them and applying a protective spray. It
is really starting to pay off with the amount of battery
problems we have during the season.
I would like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and
hopefully Santa hasn’t seen everything you have done
over the past year !!
Jamie Matheson
Head Mechanic
Brudenell River / Dundarave golf courses

Also make sure we keep our hand tools in good shape.
Mushroomed chisels can be very dangerous. Make sure
we keep them cleaned up. I have never personally seen
someone get a piece of a bad chisel in the eye, but have
seen enough pictures to make me cautious.
Shop cleanliness is also an important part of safety.
Every fall here at Brudenell-Dundarave we try to give at
least one part of the shop a good cleaning and try to
minimize the clutter.
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Atlantic Canada’s Trusted
Turf Care Supplier
Wintergreen™ Plus

For information on our products contact:
Matt Giles 902-478-3843
Scott Shanks 902-799-1793

Don’t leave your turf exposed this winter.
Wintergreen Plus protects sensitive
turfgrass during dormant periods and
accelerates spring green-up by absorbing
sunlight with its deep green color. Used as
an alternative to overseeding, Wintergreen
Plus saves time, water, labor and money.

2 Bluewater Rd
Bedford Nova Scotia
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www.novaturf.ca
902-434-9977
info@novaturf.ca

Introducing the Market Fairway Roller
We are proud to announce a partnership with Market Farm Equipment Ltd.This partnership gives us
the opportunity to distribute the “MARKET FAIRWAY ROLLER” to customers throughout Atlantic Canada.
The MARKET FAIRWAY ROLLER is ideal for larger estates & golf courses.The 15'1" working width gets
the job done quick and the 8'2" folded width allows the roller to be transported & stored easily. This
roller is equipped with floating wings to follow the contours of the terrain. A electric/hydraulic double
selector valve allows you to raise/lower & fold/unfold with one set of hydraulic remotes.The hydraulic
lift wheels allow you to move the roller quickly & easily without damage to the surrounding
landscape. Standard features include an adjustable hitch c/w a 2" ball coupler & 1-1/2" bearings.
The powder coated dark grey roller frame is accented with a black heavy duty 16" steel roller, tongue
& wheel kit. The rollers are equipped with 2 filler ports for adding and draining water. WEIGHT
(empty): 1725 LBS. WEIGHT (filled with water): 3125 LBS.

MARKET FARM
EQUIPMENT LTD.

MT200 Flex-Verticutter
Veseys is pleased to have partnered with
Maredo-VB Company which produces
innovative turf maintenance machines
like the MT200 Verticutter, a versatile
behind tractor verticutter and scarifying
machine.

1-866-455-8873
www.veseysequipment.com
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MINDFUL SUPERINTENDENT

The Shame

As Superintendents we all have to do lists. It doesn’t matter
how you manage them; smartphone, tablet, app or even
manually on a piece of paper, they guide our days and can
shape us as much as they shape our courses. Many of us
live and die by these lists and the blueprint they provide
us is essential to what we accomplish on any given day,
week, month, or over the course of the season. But what
is your relationship to that list? Is it a positive source of
clarity and organization? Do you pause and look back on
all that your team has accomplished as you check off the
boxes? Or is it a source of never ending anxiety and angst;
an endless reminder of all the things still left to do?
If you answer yes to the second part of that query you
might be experiencing what is called “productivity shame."
Jocelyn K. Glei, author and host of the podcast Hurry
Slowly, has coined this term and explored it on her show.
It’s basically the notion that we create endless lists and set
goals which are completely unrealistic, and then berate
ourselves when we don’t live up the expectations the lists
demand of us or fall short of our goals.
This particular podcast touches on themes that many
Green Keepers can relate to. The first of these is how we
view productivity and success. Are you the type of Super
who only measures success by how many things you
have checked off your list? Is the success of your team
based only on the measurable, actionable things you’ve
accomplished? Or instead, can you pause and step back
from the list to see the bigger picture. It’s vital that we
as Superintendents and human beings create space for
reflection and creativity. These aren’t things that are easily
measured in a quantitative manner but when incorporated
into our lives are critical to our overall wellbeing.
Another key theme related to the idea of productivity
shame is that of perfectionism. As turf managers, being
slave to a perfectionist mindset can be lethal. There is
nothing wrong with striving for excellence and attention
to detail; it’s our job to look after details. But when those
lists and details are never ending, and even worse, when
they come to define how you view yourself, then they
become toxic.
Glei also refers to the idea of “socially oriented
perfectionism.” This is a particularly dangerous storyline to
depend on, as it basically stems from what we think about

how others view our work and how productive we are.
Sound familiar? Does your relationship with golfers, board
members or owners have you convinced that you are
not measuring up—that your best efforts are somehow
not good enough? The dangerous part of this notion is
that most times these stories are simply not true. We tell
ourselves these lies and they insidiously become part of
our self identity.
Our social media feeds can also play a sinister role in how we
view our success and productivity. We can scroll through
twitter and Instagram to see an endless stream of high
quality pictures and stories of Superintendents getting
stuff done and especially so at this time of year when the
renovation work starts to ramp up. If we are not careful,
we can look at these amazing pictures and behind the
scenes vignettes and think that everyone else is getting so
much wonderful work done…and then leap quickly into
the story of what’s wrong with us that we aren’t getting as
much done at our place? We can’t see the less than perfect
truth behind the scenes of these images being portrayed,
and we often do not consider the budgets, the planning,
and the fails they don’t take pictures of. If we are not
careful this too becomes fuel for the story line of how we/
our course simply don’t measure up.
What can you do if you find that any of this rings true?
How do we begin to release ourselves from the grip of
this perpetual shame of never accomplishing enough?
Pausing and simply becoming aware that it’s affecting
you negatively is a really good first step. Maybe take out
your list and instead of focusing on the stuff at the bottom
without check marks, take some time to reflect on all of
the items that are checked off. Let all that your team has
accomplished settle in somewhere and just be with it.
Perhaps you could also take a moment to remind yourself
that you are not this list. You are not measured in check
marks and actionable items. You are more than both
your perceived greatest successes and most devastating
failures. You are a person who at this point in time happens
to be a golf course Superintendent, and what you do or do
not get done in the run of a season doesn’t have to shape
your inner landscape.
Thanks so much for reading
Paul MacCormack
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Alleviating Stress
By Gary Grigg
Originally printed on golfcourseindustry.com
Companies that utilize good science in conjunction with independent test results are producing products
that minimize turf stress and contribute to better, healthier plants. Gary Grigg, CGCS, MG identifies three key
areas for stress management to improve plant health.
With 46 years of industry experience, and having written numerous articles for many trade publications, I thought
hard on what I could say that would benefit GCI readers.
Boiling down what I believe are the most important lessons learned over nearly a half century, I believe learning
how to manage stress is one of the more important issues.
I am not taking about my stress, but the stresses golf course turf must contend with throughout the season. These
are important issues, especially for plant health. I have been preaching plant health now my entire career, long
before it even became a buzz word in our profession. In simple terms, the less stress, the healthier the turfgrass.
Here are the three turfgrass stresses you must be aware of:
•

Water use and stress

•

Stress created by poor root growth

•

Nutritional stress

WATER USE AND STRESS
To discuss water use, we must first discuss the water
cycle. Plants take in water through the roots and the
absorbed nutrients from the soil are carried into the
plant by the water. The stomata of the leaf regulate
water movement in the plant and by extension also the
nutrients. The stomata of the leaf are the controlling
factor and regulate the system. Water is evaporated by
the stomata which reduces the pressure in the vascular
system and brings more water and nutrients into
the plant and into the leaf where it is converted into
carbohydrates by photosynthesis for plant growth and
storage in the root system. The passage of water from
one state to another causes a drop-in temperature.
Transforming water into vapor is how plants cool
themselves when it’s hot. This process is directly related
to solar radiation and is called transpiration.
Thermal stress happens when the temperature of the
plant at the surface is about 10 degrees greater than
ambient temperature. It causes the stomata to close
to protect the plant. As golf course superintendents,
we use that law of passage of water from one state to
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another causing a drop in temperature. We syringe
the greens to cool them off as the water evaporating
from the syringe of the turf also cools the turf just like
an evaporative cooler works. Thermal stress is also
often called temporary stress or summer stress and as
long as there is available water in the soil, this stress is
temporary.
If there is not enough water in the soil to take care of the
plant’s needs, we then have hydric stress, which if water
is not added to the soil causes death of the plant. A little
hydric stress at times can favor root development
Water also evaporates through the surface of the
ground and that is called evaporation. The sum of water
losses attributable to evaporation through the surface
of the ground and transpiration from plant tissue is
evapotranspiration (ET).
The sum of the ETs since the last time it rained or you
irrigated is the maximum amount your turf needs.
Regardless of how much water is present in the soil,
the volume that can evaporate in a day is limited by the
amount of energy that the sun can provide.
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THE STRESS OF POOR ROOT GROWTH
Root function is absorption of water and nutrients,
a major factor in stress tolerance. Roots are also a
contributor of organic matter to the soil nutrient pool.
Roots need energy and they are not photosynthetic.
Therefore, they depend on the photosynthetic energy
captured by the leaves and shoots. The amount of
energy captured depends on its leaf surface, the
duration of light and the extent by which production is
decreased by stresses such as heat.
Approximately 50 percent of carbohydrates produced
in photosynthesis are stored in the root and 30 to 80
percent of carbohydrates in the root are excreted
from the plant to the soil. These metabolites provide
an energy source for the microorganisms. The micro
community uses this food source and in return breaks
down nutrients in the soil for the roots to absorb. It is a
symbiotic relationship.
Increased populations and diversity of soil
microorganism increase nutrient availability, immobilize
nitrogen in root zone, reduce nitrate leaching, conserve
nutrients in the soils biological fraction, improve
organic material breakdown and nutrient recycling, and
enhance the formation of soil structure which improves
aeration and draining.
Because the roots are responsible for the soil organic
matter in the form of exudates needed for the
microorganisms to flourish and provide the balance
needed in the soil, then anything we can do to manage
for maximum root growth becomes very important.
We can promote maximum net carbohydrate
production through optimum leaf area. As my career
moved along, the height of cut came down and the
older turfgrasses would not tolerate the low height of
cuts. We now have better varieties of both bentgrasses
and Bermudagrasses which provide more leaf area at
low mowing heights. We must also keep mowers very
sharp so we do not destroy what leaf tissue we have.
We must also prevent wear damage and loss of leaf to
diseases and insects. As height of cut has come down,
root growth has come up. At current mowing heights at
or below 1/8ths of-an-inch there is simply not enough
photosynthesis to make enough carbohydrates to go
around and root growth suffers.
Optimum chlorophyll content in the leaf becomes
important for carbohydrate production at low

mowing heights, and we must avoid N, Fe, Mn, Mg, P
and S deficiencies. We also must promote good light
conditions (pruning) while avoiding prolonged drought
stress (stomata closed-CO2) and overwatering. We also
must correct poor soil chemical conditions such as acid
(lime), alkaline (S, sulfuric acid, acid-forming N carriers),
infertile soil and saline conditions (gypsum, S, drainage).
NUTRITIONAL STRESS
Nutritional stress occurs when the plant is not getting
the proper nutrients from the soil and there are many
reasons that can happen because roots at times and
under certain conditions are limited in their uptake of
nutrients. For uptake to occur, the soil needs proper
moisture, proper temperatures, proper pH, a good
microbial community and other biological factors.
Uptake of nutrients from the soil is very much a
biological process subject to environmental conditions.
All available nutrients must be soluble in water as that
is how it is transported into the plant.
I learned along the way that foliar feeding is a good
way to relieve nutritional stress, and I spent the last
20 years of my career teaching that principal. It boils
down to basic agronomics. I am first and foremost an
agronomist. One of the first rules I learned in school was
titled “Agronomic Law of Minimum,” which says there are
13 essential elements required for plant growth other
than C, H and O, and each one needs to be at optimum
levels for optimum growth and health. Growth and
health will only reach the lowest optimum level present
for any nutrient, and no element may substitute for any
other element.
Remember those elements that enhance chlorophyll
production during photosynthesis are N, P, S, Mn, Mg, Zn
and Fe, and good chlorophyll equals good carbohydrate
production at any given height of cut, which gives us
better root growth. Foliar feeding is a good way to make
sure none of those nutrients are missing. Foliar feeding
is a chemical and physical process and not a biological
process, and the plants utilize the nutrients they obtain
the same way from soil or foliar feeding.
With foliar feeding, we get better response with a poor
root system. Once a soil applied nutrient is below the
roots, it is no longer available to the plant. Better response
without optimum soil pH and availability depends on
each nutrient because all react to pH different. Good
results with plants under stress and I believe a low dose
of a good foliar nutrient will help alleviate most stress
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under most conditions. Foliar feeding is simply the best
spoon feeding program for turf.
“In simple terms, the less stress, the healthier the
turfgrass.”
Foliar nutrition is an effective method of providing
a steady flow of nutrients to the turfgrass. The down
side of foliar nutrition is that it does not provide a
usable nutrient pool in the soil for the plants to use,
so I believe it needs to be used in combination with
other traditional types of root-uptake fertilizers. It is
another management tool for progressive golf course
superintendents who want to achieve better control of
nutrition and growth.
Plant growth elicitors are among the good foliar
products. I call those value-added products. Elicitors are
molecules that stimulate plant defense mechanisms,
and promote plant health or wellness. This family of
substances may have other beneficial effects on plants
such as improving the final quality of the product and
water efficiency, and increasing plant biomass and the
resistance to abiotic stress, and/or reducing the effects
of abiotic stress.

The abundance of minors, kelp extract from Ascophyllum
nodosum, silica in small amounts, phosphites, natural
plant growth regulators, hormones and vitamins are
other value-added products.
Some other elicitors that have been identified
include phytoalexins, specific amines or amino acids,
carboxylic acids, phosphites, and other phosphonates,
silicon, glycoproteins and oligosaccharides, peptides,
jasmonic acid, salicylic acid, arachidonic acid and sugar
analogs. Many of these are also lumped under the term
phytohormones, phytoprotectents or biostimulants.
Some may refer to these as “snake oil,” but science is
beginning to show their value more and more.
There are many new companies bringing customers
cutting edge products manufactured with a high
degree of purity and quality that provide plant health
and wellness. These are companies with good science
behind their products that use university independent
valid test results to show the efficacy of their products.
These products may help avoid plant stress and bring
us better plant health.
Gary Grigg, CGCS, MG, is a consulting agronomist for
Brandt Co. and past GCSAA President.

You depend on Aquatrols soil surfactants help your turf perform
throughout the summer stress period, and the benefits don’t have to
end there. A late season application just before you blow out your
irrigation system can provide many important turf benefits before the
ground freezes in winter and after the ground thaws in early spring.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• Late Autumn: Ensure maximum penetration of any
rainfall or snowmelts that occur and improve soil moisture levels before
the ground freezes.
• Winter: Prevent crown hydration injury by ensuring free water drains off
of the surface during snowmelts.
• Spring: When the rootzone thaws in early spring, Aquatrols soil
surfactants will still be present in the soil, improving soil moisture
levels and maximizing photosynthesis and root growth.

TRY A LATE SEASON APPLICATION THIS FALL!
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To learn more about Sixteen90,
contact your local Aquatrols distributor today.
1-800-257-7797 | info@aquatrols.com | www.aquatrols.com
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AS WE COME CLOSER TO THE END OF A BUSY SEASON, WE
HOPE YOU’VE PLANNED SOME TIME TO RELAX THIS WINTER.

JUST A QUICK UPDATE FROM US HERE AT MGP…
We’ve seen a lot of success during aerification through the
introduction of S04 pelletized gypsum, S04 Humic and 98G lime.

AMANDA GILLIES

Save up to 20% if ordered before February 28, 2020.

STUART GILLIES

Save up to 30% on qualifying orders if placed
before December 31st.

506-878-7931

506-872-4004

- MGP PRODUCT LINES -

As we head into the fall season our thoughts turn to
putting our courses to bed for the winter, and thinking
ahead to next season. With those thoughts in mind I
would like to share some questions that I have been
asked over the past several months.
The frequency of power outages has raised questions
whether to turn off or leave on pump stations and central
controls. The central control side is always best to power
down and disconnect especially if there is potential for
lightning or power surges. Pump stations are different
in the fact there could be programming lost in the PLC
on older units if power if left off for a prolonged period
of time. The flip side to that question is falling trees and
salt spray during storm events can cause power surges
which in turn could damage the control portion of the
pump station. Most pump stations have various forms
of surge arrestors to protect the downline components
during these events. As well many of the newer systems
offer a slow-fill feature that will charge the system back
up when the power comes back on. It is a balancing act
between maintaining system pressure and protecting
the panel. On older systems and systems that are not
constantly pressurized turning of the unit during storm
events is a best practice.
The other question that comes up frequently is
compressor size for blow outs. The last few years have
seen a decrease in the number of compressors available

GROWTH PRODUCTS

CALL US TODAY!

with an increase in the size of the units that are available.
A larger compressor is not a problem if used correctly;
the key point is matching the volume of air to your
system and continuous monitoring for excess heat.
Steel drop Z’s are a great heat sink, however once they
get hot above ground they are also getting hot below
ground, this is not a problem for the steel portion. The
connected PVC portion will not tolerate the same heat
and will begin to melt and swell, distorting the pipe
shape, over time this problem will lead to a pipe failure
at the pump-house site.
The best solution is to constantly monitor the steel
pipe for signs of heating and stop the blow-out
process to allow for a cooling period. Remember we
think of blowing air as being cool but under pressure
it creates large volumes of heat. Doubling the size of
the compressor doesn’t mean blowing out in half the
time. It means you have a larger volume of air available
and the compressor will keep up very easily with the
work. Forcing more air through the system increases
heat and does little else. Just liking move water there
is an optimum point of efficiency after that you are just
wasting energy and damaging the piping system.
Have a great fall season
Barry K Stone CGIA

IRRIGATION CORNER

385 Frenette Ave. Moncton, NB E1H 3S5

CALCIUM PRODUCTS

Dynamic Duo

This summer has been long and demanding.
You and your turf need a break this fall.
Make the most of Interface Stressgard and Trilogy Stressgard. Whether it’s late season
dollar spot, fusarium patch, or snow mould, this Dynamic Duo won’t let you down.
On Sale until November 15th.

es.bayer.ca

1-888-283-6847

@BayerGolfCA

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW LABEL INSTRUCTIONS. Bayer, the Bayer Cross, Interface Stressgard and Trilogy Stressgard are trademarks of Bayer.
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The Case for Humic Acids
By Patrick White
Originally Printed at www.turfmagazine.com

For those of you still recovering from the trauma of chemistry class back in school, please bear with the next
few paragraphs. The topic of this article is humic acids, a complex subject even for a Ph.D. (which your author
is not), so a little scientific background is required. We’ll keep it short and basic before moving on to look at
some of the practical benefits touted by manufacturers offering these materials.
The first order of business is to identify what humic
substances are. As defined by the Humic Products Trade
Association (www.humictrade.org), “Humic substances
are the natural, dark-colored humified remains of
decayed biomatter, ubiquitous in the environment as
major components of natural organic matter in soils,
water and sediments, with the highest concentrations
found in lake sediments, peat and geological deposits
of low-rank brown coals, bituminous coals and shales.”
Humic products are most commonly but not exclusively
derived from Leonardite, a lignite coal that is close
enough to the surface that it has oxidized and can be
mined. These materials look pretty crude, but they are
chemically complex.
“The molecular structure of humic substances is
unknown because they are devoid of a regularly
recurring, extended skeletal entity,” according to
the HPTA. “They are a unique class of environmental
biochemicals because their essence resides in the
combination of their extreme molecular heterogeneity,
complexity and pronounced chemical reactivity.”
Humic substances are comprised mainly of humic acids
(soluble in water only at higher pH levels) and fulvic
acids (soluble at any pH level), as well as humin, which is
not soluble in water. Humic acid tends to be darker than
fulvic acid, but there are other key differences, as well.
“Fulvic acids are the smallest molecular form of humic
acid molecules,” explains Brian Galbraith, president
of Humate International, which offers humate and

other related soil products. “Over time, the fulvic acid
molecules grow, or polymerize, and basically become
larger and larger by attaching one to another and these
larger forms of the molecules are called humic acids.”
Galbraith says the progression takes a very long time and
what begins as small molecules of dead plant material
gets larger and forms fulvic acid and then humic acid,
“until you get coal, which is just straight carbon chains
with no [chemical] activity.”
While both have the word “acid” in their name, Galbraith
stresses that this is because of their molecular structure
rather than their acidity.
“They are not acids in the sense of a sulfuric acid, or
anything like that,” he says. Their molecular structure
makes them quite reactive, so in the soil they react with
a variety of difference substances such as minerals and
metals, he adds.
While humic acids generally share certain characteristics
like this, there are many differences between various
types and forms. “Humic acids can vary from site to site
fairly significantly in their concentrations of humic and
fulvic acids,” says Joel Simmons, president of EarthWorks,
which has been working with the substances for 25
years and includes humic acid as a component in every
one of its products. “There are many different sources of
raw materials and methods used to extract humic acids
so there can be great variation in them. There’s just such
a wide spectrum of humic acids.”
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CONFUSING CLAIMS
If all of this sounds confusing to you, you’re not alone.
“Humic acid is very interesting, because many people,
including some manufacturers, don’t know exactly what
it is or how best to use it,” Simmons says. “There are so
many people jumping on the humic acid bandwagon
thinking that it’s some sort of silver bullet.”
He dismisses some manufacturers’ claims that their
products contain only humic acid and no fulvic acid (or
vice versa). “Most of those kinds of claims aren’t even
possible; they’re outrageous,” Simmons says.
That’s not to say the benefits are not proven: “There is
breadth of information – there’s tons of real information,”
on humic acid, Simmons says.
“Humic acid is one of those areas where there are a lot of
claims, but how many of them are founded in science is
a whole different ball game,” agrees Christopher S. Gray
Sr., product marketing manager with LebanonTurf. In a
quest to be able to put out verifiable information, he says
LebanonTurf assigned a staff researcher to do nothing
but investigate the role of humic acids in turfgrass.
“Many of the claims out there have been extrapolated
from agriculture research, and people say, ‘Well, if it does
this for rice or beans, it must be able to do it for turf.’ Well,
that’s not necessarily the case,” Gray explains. “We need
studies dedicated to turf that address each individual
claim about humic acids, so people can have confidence
in what they can do and what they can’t do. I think that
will make humic acid much more acceptable in our field.
… I think it’s an area that’s really going to grow in the
next 10 years.”
Don Sutton, North America agriculture sales manager
with AMCOL, says that wild claims in the past have hurt
the reputation of humic acid, and that education is
needed.
“I would say there’s a lot of skepticism in the market, in
part because of past claims that humic acid is going to
cure all problems,” he observes. “We don’t see it that way;
we think humic acid can be a helpful part of a program.”
Sutton feels greater scientific study of humic acid will
help provide users with greater confidence in the
benefits these substances can provide.
“We have invested heavily in research, not just to show
improved crops or stronger turf,” Sutton says. “We’re
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investing to determine what’s happening on the cellular
level inside the plants to determine what’s going on
that’s causing these responses. Right now a lot of people
will agree that humic acid works, but right now nobody
has really been able to answer how it works.”
WHAT IT DOES DO
“It’s a carbon-rich soil amendment that can positively
affect the soil chemistry as well as the soil microbial
activity,” explains John Pope, territory manager with The
Andersons, boiling humic acid down to its essence. “One
of the biggest things it does is help plants use applied
nutrients more efficiently, particularly phosphorus and
nitrogen. It also can increase the water-holding capacity
and water retention in the soil, which in turn increases
retention of the soluble chemical fertilizer in the soil.”
So, basically, humic acid keeps moisture and nutrients
in the rootzone longer, and helps the plant make better
use of them.
“Our humate, because of the very high CEC [cation
exchange capacity], will grab ahold of metal ions like
iron, manganese, copper and so on,” Galbraith says. “So
one benefit is it will hold those micronutrients in the
rootzone and make them more available to the plant.”
Applying humate then can be an alternative for lawn
pros trying to lower the soil pH on clients’ properties in
order to give plants access to such micronutrients tied
up because of high pH levels.
Humates can also help to aggregate the soil structure,
Galbraith says. “You get a more open soil, which
helps to get oxygen down in the soil,” he explains.
“Microorganisms and earthworms and other things in
the soil need to have oxygen.”
Adds Gray: “Some of the things we found that humic
acid can do – with real science behind it – is that it serves
as a soil microbial stimulator and an organic chelator.”
When you have a sand high content, there are certain
things missing in that growing medium that humic acid
helps to provide and fix.
“For example, high sand situations naturally have a
very low cation exchange capacity. Humic acid can
substantially increase that,” says Gray.
Dan Lee with Biofeed Solutions says that improved
cation exchange capacity is one of the most obvious
benefits of humic acids. “What that results in is a high
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availability of the soil-bound nutrients,” he explains. “It’s
been well documented that humic acids aid in nutrient
absorption in plants, especially when applied as a foliar
to the leaf.”
Biofeed Solutions’ products differ from some others on
the market because they contain no mined Leonardite
or humate products, Lee says.
Sutton says: “What we’ve seen is just overall improvement
in how plants deal with environmental stress, whether
it’s drought or heat or a combination of both. We’ve also
seen development of larger root systems – basically
building a bigger, stronger plant.”
HOW HUMICS ARE USED
In addition to improving CEC and nutrient availability,
humic acids can also help turf combat stress, but are not
a quick fix.
“When stressful conditions start to arise, what you find
out is that grass treated with humic acid will outperform
untreated turf,” Gray says. “Once the stress is already
induced, you can’t just spray on the humic acid after
that. It’s like the flu shot, you can’t get the flu shot after
you’ve gotten the flu.”
Pope says that humic acids and other biostimulants
need to be used as part of a regular program prior to
stress in order to get the most benefit.
“That’s how I see it working best,” seconds Sutton. An
ongoing program including humic acid will also help
other products applied throughout the season to work
better, he says, because the turf will be healthier. “And
the humic acid molecule has a lot of receptor sites that
nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium
can attach to, so it’s likely helping the applied fertilizer
be retained in the soil and utilized by the plant much
better,” Sutton adds.
Simmons says that humic acids function best as
“synergistic agents” rather than being applied on their
own. EarthWorks’ products that are heavier on humic
acid are used mainly as soil conditioners; other products
include less humic acid but use it to activate other
biological and chemical reactions in the soil.
“When you add multiple forms of carbon, you really have
some biological food sources,” Simmons explains, noting
the company uses items such as sugars, fish, kelp meal,
fermentation products and compost for this purpose.

APPLICATION OPTIONS
Humic acids can be solid (the most direct form) or liquid
(after being made soluble through a reaction with an
alkaline material). Humate International, for example,
offers its products in solid, liquid and soluble powder
forms. Lee says that Biofeed Solution’s humic acid
products, such as Soil-Plus, can be tank mixed in sprayers
with other fertilizers as well as turf protection products.
“By and large, they are safe to mix with anything,” he
states, reporting that some users have been able to
cut their herbicide and insecticide rates by adding the
company’s product, because the humic acid chelates
the minerals in the water in the tank, preventing them
from inhibiting the effectiveness of the pesticides.
The Andersons offers Humic DG, which is produced
using the company’s dispersal granule technology.
“We’ve micronized the humate and then put it together
back in a spreadable, dispersable pellet that can go
through standard equipment,” Pope explains, noting
that this makes humic acid much easier to handle and
apply. The raw mined product, on the other hand, is
usually dusty and often doesn’t go through spreaders
very well, he adds. The process used by The Andersons
also involves drying the humate, allowing it to be offered
in blends with other fertilizers so it can be applied as part
of a regular fertilizer program rather than as a separate
application, Pope notes.
LebanonTurf is set to introduce two new products
this year that incorporate humic acid, including a
granular product blended with fertilizer to simplify the
application process for superintendents. The company
currently uses humic acid in some of its organic and
synthetic products. “It makes our fertilizer a better value
for the superintendent, because when you have an
increased CEC the nutrients are more available to the
plant,” Gray says.
AMCOL is now offering a straight humic acid product
with a very low pH that superintendents can blend
themselves.
“It’s tank mix-compatible with just about any fertilizer
or plant protectants that they might be using,” Sutton
explains. Because of its benefits and versatility, he thinks
there will be a growth in humic acid use in coming years.
Patrick White is a freelance writer based in Middlesex, Vt.
Contact him at pwhite@meadowridgemedia.com.
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WINTER INJURY

AND HOW TO MINIMIZE THE DAMAGE
By Chris LeCour
Originally Printed in OGSA Magazine
It has been apparent for a few years now that extreme winter warm and
cold snaps, freezing rain and pounding snow storms are becoming more
common in our region. Winter weather events are now routinely referred
to “one to remember”. Turf managers are forced to prepare for, and in
some unfortunate instances recover from, winterkill damage that has
become more normal in recent years. The winter of 2018-19 was another
one to remember.

Andrew Nieder and Jason Edwards, Superintendents at Deerhurst Resort and
Marlwood Golf Club respectively, experienced similar weather conditions that
led to winter injury. Both clubs saw early November snowfalls and experienced
similar melting events in early 2019. Unfortunately, this snow melt was
followed by rainfall and an intense cold snap that was likely the key event that
led to significant turf decline in early spring. Nieder saw ice accumulation of up
to 6” on some of his playing surfaces and while the ice may not have reached
that depth at Marlwood, both knew they had ice injury on their hands as the
snow and ice began to recede. Edwards credits the health of his turf heading
into the fall for the relatively light injury sustained at the club this spring. The
damage could have been much worse but by Edwards’ estimate the greens
were healthy going into the winter and in the best fall condition he’s seen
them since he arrived at the club in 2015.
Cutten Fields Superintendent Bill Green was monitoring a ½” layer of ice on his
greens by late January. Several thawing events in February compounded by
more snow and colder temperatures only added to that ice layer. By the end
of February, a fresh set of plugs brought into the office gave Green cause for
concern. Steps were taken to remove snow and melt the ice with black sand
and leaf compost but the damage was unavoidable. Green believe the freeze/
thaw events were the root cause of injury.
Perhaps nowhere were snow and ice cover duration more extreme than for
Choya Fraser at Midland GC. The grounds were saturated heading into an
early November snowfall. Rain events in December and January added to an
already solid ice layer that had formed early in the season and grew to four
inches. The smell of anoxia was apparent in late February in a few areas but
it wasn’t until the 2nd week of March when snow and ice removal become
feasible. Once the snow and ice gave way to turf, the playing surfaces initially
looked healthy but quickly declined within a day or two. Surprisingly it was
high spots on greens that saw the greatest amount of damage, leading
Fraser to believe it was desiccation or crown hydration from moving water
during thawing/freezing events that was the source of the injury. Had Fraser
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not taken steps to remove the deep snow cover from
greens and melt the ice on the greens using black sand,
the damage would surely have been much worse.

and have good colour, but once the plant starts to break
dormancy the effect of the damaged crowns leads to
total plant collapse and death.

If you’ve struggled with winter injury in the past you are
likely very familiar with the research and contributions
of Kevin Frank. Dr. Frank, Professor & Extension Turf
Specialist at Michigan State University has been
researching winter injury and providing prevention
and recovery advice to area superintendents for several
years. Frank says that in Michigan this year some courses
experienced ice cover starting in mid-December,
with 30+ days of cover the norm in some areas. Some
courses experienced melting and refreezing events,
but it seemed a lot of the damage can be attributed
to desiccation or low temperature kill. In cases where
emerging turf initially appeared healthy but then
sharply declined, Dr. Frank attributes this type of injury
to crown death, where the leaves appear to be healthy

Paul Koch is also no stranger to the ravages of winter
on turf. Dr. Koch, an Assistant Professor at the University
of Wisconsin – Madison, is well known to many golf
course superintendents in Ontario for his research on
pesticides and snow mold diseases (tdl.wisc.edu). An ice
storm that occurred just after Christmas in Wisconsin
began a long duration of ice cover on turf that caused
a significant number of issues. However most of the
damage appeared to be related to water flow, whether
it was collar dams or snow and ice that prevented water
from leaving playing surfaces, or simply poorly draining
soils. And just as in Michigan, Ontario and Quebec,
Wisconsin experienced a cool, wet spring that was
anything but favourable for speedy turf recovery.

While it’s nearly impossible to completely eliminate the risk of winterkill on golf courses in northern climates, there
are steps turf managers can take to minimize the potential of winter damage. Both Frank and Koch believe the
most important factor in minimizing this potential is ensuring that turf goes into the winter as healthy as possible.
Promoting a healthy plant heading into the winter is a year round process and includes the following:
•

Sunlight exposure is important year round, but the issue becomes critical in late summer and fall. Greens that
see full sun in June and July may experience drastically limited sunlight exposure in September and October
due to the lower angle of the sun. Turf that is starved of sunlight can run out of stored carbohydrates in the fall,
leading to certain decline or death over the winter.

•

Dr. Koch suggests taking pictures of damaged areas in the spring. Memories are short and when planning
drainage channels the following fall, those pictures will come in handy.

•

Encourage positive water flow on greens by removing collar dams and improving surface and subsurface
drainage.

•

Adequate levels of fertilizer are key for plants to produce carbohydrates essential for winter survival. Avoid large
doses of nitrogen and potassium in the fall and instead focus on 0.1 to 0.2 lbs. of N/1000 per week up to early
to mid-October.

•

Increase mowing heights on putting greens in the fall to encourage maximum photosynthetic capacity of the
plant for carbohydrate production and storage over winter.

•

Manage traffic and potential wear areas on sensitive turf to ensure a healthy playing surface in the fall.

It is impossible to control the weather but there are steps every turf manager can implement to ensure their
turf enters the winter as healthy and strong as possible.
(Thank you to Dr. Kevin Frank and Dr. Paul Koch and each Superintendent for their contributions to this article)
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Ten Ways to Mitigate
Summer Stress on Putting Greens
Techniques to help putting greens survive summer heat and thrive throughout the year
BY ELLIOTT DOWLING AND BLAKE MEENTEMEYER

Excessive stress causes turf decline that can affect playing conditions. Prevention and proactive management help minimize
stress and maximize playing quality.

T

he playing condition of putting
greens has a tremendous impact
on the golf experience. Consequently, superintendents spend a great
deal of time and resources trying to
ensure that putting greens are healthy
and playing their best. If putting greens
are consistently smooth and true,
golfers tend to overlook blemishes on
other areas of a golf course. On the
other hand, when putting greens are

in poor condition, golfers often form a
negative impression of the entire golf
experience, regardless of overall
course conditions.
Putting green turf is subjected to
many forms of stress. To achieve
smooth and firm conditions, putting
greens may be mowed daily at ultralow mowing heights, rolled multiple
times per week, groomed, brushed,
verticut, and supplied with judicious

amounts of water and nutrients. These
practices help produce high-quality
playing conditions, but they can also
leave turf in a weakened state.
During periods of mild weather,
superintendents can subject putting
greens to high levels of stress while
still maintaining adequate turfgrass
health. However, the environmental
stresses of summer can quickly
change the equation, especially for
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cool-season putting greens. A combination of mechanical stress, heat
stress, and heavy rain can push turf
over the edge, possibly culminating in
damage ranging from thin turf to rapid
decline. Even a modest increase in
temperature or a small amount of
rainfall at the wrong time can spell
disaster if superintendents do not
accordingly adjust putting green
management.
In the event of turf damage, superintendents must quickly assess the
situation, determine the causes of the
decline, adjust maintenance practices,
and develop a recovery plan. Turf
decline is often caused by a combination of stresses, but understanding
what triggered the decline will help
guide recovery efforts and prevent
similar issues in the future. The following programs are suggested to help
reduce summer stress and mitigate
turf damage on putting greens.

PREVENTION

The importance of providing favorable
growing environments for putting
greens cannot be overstated. Without
a good growing environment, even
well-constructed putting greens with

the best management will struggle
during stressful weather. Providing a
good growing environment is the best
way to ensure healthy turf, especially
during summer. Key practices that
optimize turf health focus on providing
ample sunlight and air movement,
aerating and topdressing at appropriate
intervals to maintain a healthy rootzone,
providing adequate drainage to flush
excess water and salts, and the timely
use of plant protectants to reduce
pests.

1. HAND WATERING
AND SYRINGING
Superintendents and their staffs
hand water and syringe to supplement
irrigation systems. No irrigation system
is perfect, so hand watering —
especially when paired with portable
moisture meters to identify areas that
need water — provides supplemental
soil moisture to dry areas. On the other
hand, syringing applies only small
amounts of water that settles on the
leaf blades, cooling the turf canopy as
the water evaporates.
During hot weather, superintendents
and their staffs often implement hand
watering and syringing as part of a “wilt

patrol,” whereby experienced staff
members monitor every putting green
for signs of heat and drought stress.
Turf areas exhibiting symptoms of wilt
are either hand watered or syringed as
needed to mitigate stress throughout
the day. However, care must be taken
because applying too much water can
actually increase the surface temperature of putting greens, preventing the
soil and roots from adequately cooling
down. The overall irrigation plan
should focus on applying just enough
water to support healthy turf growth
and ensure sufficient transpiration
occurs to cool the plants throughout
the day.

2. REMOVE TREES THAT
BLOCK AIR MOVEMENT
AND SUNLIGHT

Trees and underbrush that block
prevailing winds put putting greens in
jeopardy by creating a hotter, more
humid microclimate. Air movement
across a turf canopy is necessary to
maintain the transpirational cooling
that influences plant metabolism.
Without transpiration, overheating
could lead to the denaturation of
proteins and cause plant death.

Hand watering and syringing help prevent turf stress. These techniques are most effective when paired with a portable
moisture meter.
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when fans and syringing are used in
combination, they are more effective at
reducing heat stress on cool-season
putting greens than either practice is
on its own.

3. SPOON FEED NUTRIENTS

Fans generate air movement that aids transpiration and evaporative cooling. They
can be especially effective in humid areas where trees block prevailing winds.

4. USE FANS TO REDUCE
THE BOUNDARY LAYER
A boundary layer — i.e., a layer of
humid, stagnant air — is created near
the surface of putting greens when
water vapor exits turfgrass leaves and
surrounds the turf. The factors that
determine boundary layer thickness
are transpiration rate, relative humidity,
temperature, and wind speed. A thick
boundary layer, common in humid
environments, can significantly limit
transpirational cooling.
Turf fans, which generate turbulent
air movement, help disrupt boundary
layers and improve transpiration and
evaporative cooling. Fans mix often
drier surrounding air with stagnant,
humid boundary layer air, thereby

reducing the humidity near turfgrass
canopies. Research has also demonstrated that rootzone temperature,
canopy temperature, and rooting depth
are strongly correlated to wind speed,
which can be increased by using
oscillating fans (McCall et al., 2014).
Further data indicate that running fans
for 24 hours can increase root length
and weight while providing significantly
cooler soil temperatures (Guertal and
Han, 2009).
The thickness of a boundary layer
will determine how effectively a fan can
help cool turf. Fans have less of an
impact in low-humidity environments
because boundary layers are thin and
have a minimal effect on transpirational
cooling. It is important to note that

5. OPTIMIZE DRAINAGE
AND OXYGEN EXCHANGE
Heat stress can cause serious turf
problems when coupled with heavy
rainfall and poor drainage. Water in
saturated soils absorbs heat from the
sun and triggers root dieback. The low
oxygen levels in saturated soils also
limit the ability of any remaining roots
to absorb water, leading to wet wilt.
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Applying light amounts of fertilizer —
i.e., spoon feeding — is an effective
way to manage plant growth, limit turf
stress, and stimulate the recovery of
injured turf. Using products that have a
high potential to burn turf should be
avoided during periods of summer
stress.
The salt indices of common fertilizers
are readily available and should be
referenced when considering which
products to use during periods of heat
stress (Beard, 2002). A low salt index
means a product has low burn potential.
When making soluble fertilizer applications, a good rule of thumb is to keep
per-application nitrogen rates below
0.15 pound per 1,000 square feet.
Nitrate fertilizers should be avoided
unless extremely low rates are used
and water is immediately applied to
minimize burn potential. Also, nitrogen
from reclaimed water should be
monitored to avoid excess growth and
puffy turf conditions during summer.
In conjunction with low rates of
nitrogen, several specialty products
containing biostimulants and cytokinins
have been used to improve the visual
quality of creeping bentgrass during
heat stress (Xu and Huang, 2010).
When used throughout the growing
season, the growth regulator trinexapacethyl also can improve surface quality
by enhancing turf color and density.
Achieve optimal control of turfgrass
growth by using light rates of growth
regulators and consulting growing
degree-day models to determine the
best frequency of application.
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Without sufficient water uptake and
transpirational cooling, direct high
temperature kill is possible.
Venting with 0.25-inch diameter
solid tines improves gas exchange,
helps increase oxygen in the rootzone,
accelerates surface drying, and returns
normal functionality to the root system.
It is important to note that venting can
cause additional stress and turf injury if
it is performed during periods of high
temperatures or severe drought stress.
Defer venting treatments until temperatures moderate in the evening or early
morning to reduce the risk of turf injury.

MINIMIZE
MECHANICAL STRESS

Even with an optimum growing
environment and sound agronomic
programs in place, turf decline can
be unavoidable during hot weather.
Once decline starts, it is imperative to
prevent further damage by focusing on

plant health and survival rather than
playability.

6. RAISE HEIGHT OF CUT
One of the most effective ways to
reduce stress on turf is to raise the
height of cut (HOC). However, with the
demand for fast green speeds, superintendents mow putting greens at
extremely low heights that can lead to
turf decline during stressful weather.
Regardless of the mowing height,
cool-season turf quality and photosynthesis often significantly decline during
July and August. If weather forecasts
predict a stretch of hot weather, or if
putting greens become stressed
during summer months, immediately
raise the HOC. During summer a
slightly higher HOC can significantly
improve creeping bentgrass physiology
and playing quality; even 1/32 of an
inch can make a difference (Huang et
al., 2000).

7. ALTERNATE
BETWEEN MOWING
AND ROLLING
Mowing is one of the most stressful
practices performed on putting greens.
Alternating between mowing and
rolling reduces turf stress and can help
maintain quality playing conditions
during stressful weather. In an interview, Dr. John Sorochan of the University of Tennessee indicated that two to
three days per week without mowing
reduces turf stress and hastens
recovery by increasing the amount of
photosynthetic surface area of turfgrass leaves. Monitoring clipping yields
and overall turf health helps determine
when to skip a mowing day. If clipping
yields decrease, superintendents
should consider skipping mowing
because turf growth is slow.
When golfers hear that putting
greens will not be mowed daily, their
immediate reaction is to assume that
they will be slower and bumpier than
normal. However, research indicates
that alternating between mowing and
rolling can produce ball roll distances
equivalent to daily mowing (Nikolai,
2014). Ultimately, if the alternative is
dead putting greens, choosing to
alternate between mowing and rolling
is the better option.

8. SKIP CLEANUP PASSES

This checklist can be used as a reference to help prevent summer stress or to
implement strategies that will help limit damage that has already occurred.
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Arguably, the interface between a
putting green and green surround
receives the greatest concentration of
mechanical and foot traffic on a golf
course. The turning of mowers, rollers,
and other equipment in the collar
and approach causes abrasion and
compaction that weakens turf health.
Superintendents can reduce mechanical stress around the margins of
putting greens by occasionally skipping
cleanup passes, using a cleanup
mower set at a higher HOC, or doing
both. Increasing the amount of leaf
area that can photosynthesize will help
keep plants healthy and tolerant of
environmental stresses. Other options
for protecting turf around the edges of
putting greens include turning mowers
on boards or mats and frequently
emptying clipping baskets to reduce
overall mower weight and the potential
for scalping.
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9. PROPER MOWER SETUP
The importance of proper mower setup
is often underestimated, but it can be
the difference between living or dead
turf. Using solid front rollers instead
of grooved rollers is a long-standing
method to reduce putting green stress.
Grooved rollers are often used because
they can improve the quality of cut of
putting greens. Unfortunately, grooved
rollers sink deeper into the turf canopy,
effectively lowering HOC and adding
stress to the turf.
A sharp reel with light reel-tobedknife contact also is important for
maintaining turf health and preventing
further decline. Mowing with dull
bedknives and reel blades makes
turf more vulnerable to diseases
and insects (Whitlark and Daniels,
2016).

10. DEFER AGGRESSIVE
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
One of the most difficult decisions a
superintendent has to make is when
to defer management practices such
as brushing, grooming, verticutting,
aerating, and topdressing. Core
aeration is one of the most effective
cultural practices for reducing thatch
and alleviating soil compaction, but the
process can be highly stressful to turf
(Christians et al., 2016). Delaying an
aeration event is a difficult decision,
but it can be necessary when putting
greens are stressed. If aeration is
performed when temperatures are
high and humidity is low it can — and
likely will — increase turf stress. The
same can be true of topdressing.
Applying sand and incorporating it
into aeration holes is stressful and

can lead to turf decline if poorly
timed.
Appropriately timed management
practices can improve playability and
turf health; poor timing can lead to
rapid turf decline. When turf is under
stress, there is no question that less is
more when it comes to surface management. Aggressive management
practices should be accomplished
proactively rather than reactively.

CONCLUSION

Putting greens are the most important
playing surfaces on a golf course and
keeping them in good condition during
stressful summer months can be a
significant challenge. Superintendents
use many tools and techniques to help
protect putting greens from mechanical
and environmental stress. The first key

Solid front rollers help reduce turf stress by evenly spreading the weight of mowing equipment across a large surface.
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Surface management practices are beneficial when performed at the right time, but they can be harmful if performed during
stretches of stressful summer weather.
to success is creating the best possible
growing environment. This is accomplished through proactive management strategies designed to maximize
turf health. When turf does become
stressed, managing mechanical damage will help reduce the risk of injury
and limit the extent of any resulting
damage. However, Mother Nature has
the upper hand and there will always
be a risk of turf damage during extreme
environmental conditions. Hopefully,
the techniques highlighted in this
article will help the putting greens at
your facility survive summer heat and
thrive throughout the year.
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This off season, let the team from
Halifax Seed help you
get the most out of 2020.

